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In small groups, we are smarter. In well-structured groups, we leverage each other’s thinking. 
We learn more not just because we all bring different pieces of the puzzle, but because, 

through talk, we can actually make new and better meaning together.
—ST E P H A N I E HA R V E Y A N D HA R V E Y “SM O K E Y” DA N I E L S

Inquiry Circles in Elementary Classrooms
New Strategies for Comprehension and Collaboration

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-02829-3
ISBN-10: 0-325-02829-X

This much-anticipated DVD companion to Stephanie Harvey and Harvey “Smokey” Daniels’ best-selling book, Comprehension 
and Collaboration: Inquiry Circles in Action, uses compelling video footage to show inquiry circles in action in primary and intermediate classrooms.

This live-from-the-classroom DVD invites you to eavesdrop as student-led teams pose questions, undertake research, read strategically, build
knowledge, understand, and act. You will see teachers teaching students the specific comprehension and collaboration strategies they need to
operate effectively in structured, responsible teams. And you’ll hear firsthand from teachers in primary and intermediate classrooms who
are teaching the curriculum, addressing kids’ needs, and meeting the standards in a progressive, student-centered way.

With a special emphasis on how to organize and manage well-structured cross-curricular projects, this instructional DVD shows you how to:

✔ engage students as you unleash their curiosity across the curriculum

✔ teach your curriculum and meet standards the inquiry way.

Let Steph and Smokey guide you through classrooms that burst with energy, excitement, and achievement. Watch as kids embrace responsibility
and take on the heavy lifting of learning.

The Inquiry Circles in Elementary Classrooms DVD is a professional development resource for teachers in 
grades K–5.  Teachers in grades 6–12 should use the companion DVD Inquiry Circles in Middle and 
High School Classrooms.

“Comprehension and Collaboration is about small-group 
projects that work,” Stephanie Harvey and Harvey 
“Smokey” Daniels explain. “It’s about combining what 
we know about the research process, about thinking, 
and about people working together to create a 
structure that consistently supports kids to 
build knowledge that matters in their lives.”

For more information about theses resources, related staff development bundles, and companion resources visit heinemann.com.
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Inquiry Circles in Elementary Classrooms
New Strategies for Comprehension and Collaboration

Welcome Colleagues,

We are delighted to offer you this new video resource! Shot over two months
in Chicago-area public schools, these classroom videos show skillful teach-
ers at work with a diverse range of students. Kids are learning the required
curriculum (and then some) through a lively, engaged structure we call
inquiry circles. As you watch, you’ll see each teacher lead the class through a rich content unit, which we
have divided into viewing segments so you can focus on the specific lessons in comprehension, collaboration,
and inquiry that happen along the way.

The video is designed as a companion to our book, Comprehension and Collaboration: Inquiry Circles
in Action. To us, the ideal use of this resource is in the company of a teacher study group, as colleagues
read the book together. This optimizes everyone’s chance to examine the ideas in the text, watch them come
alive with kids, and try out some of these strategies in the classroom. To help make the video most useful,
we match each video segment to specific sections or pages in the book. 

The DVD Viewer’s Guide provides two ways for you to interact around each segment:

Questions: short, to-the-point conversation topics that can help focus
discussion after each segment.

Invitations: deeper suggestions that help you ponder the benefits and
challenges of inquiry-based teaching, try things out in your own classroom,
and return to the study group to share and weigh the outcomes. 

You don’t need to have read the book to benefit from watching these
teachers and kids at work. You’ll see many of the book’s explicit lessons
happening “live,” and watch as students conduct research, monitor their

own work, and share their learning. Some people find the video a great place to begin thinking about
the move from a conventional to a more student-centered classroom, and then read the book afterward. 

However these videos prove useful to you, we hope you enjoy watching them as much as we enjoyed
creating them. 

Cheers, 

Steph and Smokey 

PRIMARY INQUIRY CIRCLES:
Investigating African Animals 26:14 Total

■ Introduction   01:06

■ Explore and Discover Resources   01:47

■ Work in Small Groups   07:04

■ Model and Practice a Nonfiction Strategy and
Reflect on Collaboration   08:52

■ Take Learning Public and Teach Others   07:25

INTERMEDIATE INQUIRY CIRCLES: 
Exploring Ancient Egypt 40:21 Total

■ Introduction   00:48

■ Share Curiosity and Model Your Own Inquiry   06:33

■ Develop Questions and Form Inquiry Circles   08:57

■ Create Ground Rules for Collaboration   10:26

■ Stop, Think, and React in Nonfiction Text   12:25

■ Take Thinking Public   01:12

■ A Welcome from the Authors 00:26
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